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Abstract. The generative grammar is described for urban structures and public housing for government workers constructed during the late 1960s and 1970s in Tsukuba Science City, selected as the case study area. A landscape simulation system for ongoing redevelopment projects based on this grammar is developed with ArcGIS and CityEngine, and the configuration of the city landscape is clarified.
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1. Introduction

The requirements of three-dimensional (3D) urban models have been growing not only for landscape simulations but also for sun shadow control, urban thermal environments, urban disaster prevention, navigation of transportation, etc. The advances of 3D printing provide an additional boost to these 3D models. Currently, a wide range of photorealistic urban models can be automatically constructed by laser scanners and video sequences, as seen in the map applications of Google and Apple. But these models are not useful for design purposes, since all elements of the urban space are unified in a single static representation. Object-based models are required to manipulate individual elements.

Consequently, GeoDesign has been attracting increasing attention for urban and environmental design (Steinitz, 2012). Introduced in the famous book Design with Nature (McHarg, 1967), GeoDesign comprises not only the use of a geographic information system (GIS) as a spatial analysis tool but also the strategic use of GIS as a design tool. Procedural modeling based on shape grammar has also attracted attention as a convenient method of de-
scribing 3D urban space (Parish, 2001; Müller, 2006; Halatsch, 2008). Whereas interactive modeling requires manual operations of creating an enormous number of urban elements, procedural modeling allows the automatic generation of 3D shapes from the individual attributes of urban elements by giving some spatial configuration rules.

2. Objectives

In this study, we select Tsukuba Science City in Japan as the case study area, discover the generative grammar of urban structures and public housing for government workers constructed during the late 1960s and 1970s, clarify the configuration of the city landscape, and provide an urban landscape simulation system for ongoing redevelopment projects.


In commemoration of the one-hundredth birthday of the greatest Japanese architect Kenzo Tange (1913-2005), his famous proposal of the "Tokyo Bay Project 1960" is revaluated from the viewpoint of his systematic design process (Yatsuka, 2011; Toyokawa, 2012; Mizutani, 2012). Using a system of individual modules and spatial configuration rules, Tange and his partners completed this enormous planning in a short time. Not surprisingly, this early work was a "Babel" project with many errors and was not put into practice, but it had a strong impact on techniques for configuring modern urban structures. In the 1980s, Tange designed Abuja, the new capital of Nigeria, based on the idea of spatial configuration.

Tsukuba Science City, located 60 km northeast of central Tokyo, has been developed as a large national project since 1968. Although Tange did not directly participate in its design, his Tokyo Bay project is similar to the development of Tsukuba Science City (Figure 1). Two arterial streets run side by side and constitute the axis of the city. Main streets run perpendicularly to connect the two arterial streets in a ladder-like shape. Collector streets run helically between the arterial streets, and they separate the planning area into city blocks. Car access into these blocks from the collector streets, even those facing arterial streets, is strictly restricted.

The city blocks are also connected by individual pedestrian roads and overpasses that represent the dual nature of the road network. Neighborhood parks are situated at the intersections of pedestrian roads in the center of blocks, and residential houses and buildings are allocated along the pedestrian roads or around the parks. Different types of roadside trees are planted in pairs along the streets, and these parks and trees are important characteristics of the street landscapes.
The hierarchical network of roads and the complete separation of cars and pedestrians are in accordance with the principles of modern urban planning and are adaptable to current modeling methods. However, they do not always receive full support, because the spatial configuration characterizing Tsukuba Science City differs from that of other traditional cities in Japan.


In Japan, buildings for public housing were constructed in large numbers and at low cost during the high economic growth period after World War II. These buildings are important elements that constitute and characterize the modern urban space, and their presence has had a great impact on the current landscape and environment. Although the spatial configuration of Japanese public housing originated in the highly systematic rules stated in the well-known "Type 51C" project proposed in 1951 (Suzuki, 2006), this housing has not been seriously studied in the field of architectural design computing, because it is of little interest from the viewpoint of architectural appearance.

According to the "Summary of Housing Construction for National Government Workers 1987" (KFLB, 1987), 747 buildings/7624 housing units were constructed in Tsukuba Science City as various types of public housing, such as detached houses, townhouses, duplex apartment buildings, and high-rise apartment buildings. They are divided into seven classes based on floor area. The housing has been rented to workers according to their job grade (Figure 2).
The old building plans of public housing were collected and classified according to their specifications, and then 55 prototypes were identified and given individual "type codes". Figure 3 illustrates typical examples of dwelling plans and their configuration patterns.

Every mid-rise apartment of the walk-up type (called "Kaidan Shitsu Gata") for family use is composed of bilaterally symmetric units. Each dwelling plan has a straight balcony on the sunny side and the floor is divided equally in the transverse direction. The sunny area is separated into two or three rooms, whereas the other area is separated into a room, kitchen, and utility space (entrance, bathroom, etc.).

Every high-rise apartment of the side-corridor type (called "Kata Rouka Gata") for bachelor use is configured in an L shape or a V shape. The core facilities (elevator and stairway) are installed at the bending corner and external emergency stairways are installed at both ends to ensure a two-way escape. Each dwelling plan also has a straight balcony on the sunny side and the floor is divided equally in the longitudinal direction. One side is used as a living and dining room and the other side is separated into a bedroom and utility space.

The elevations of these buildings also follow the same spatial configuration rules. For public housing planning, priority is given to homogeneity of dwelling plans and efficiency of their construction. That is, the configuration...
rules are adopted without exception, and no attention is given to the corner units. As a result, the same pattern of openings is arranged in a matrix on the front sides, and no openings are found on the gable sides, even if they face the sunny side.

5. Landmarks of the City

The urban landscape in Tsukuba Science City is also characterized by impressive landmark buildings. These buildings also have their individual generative grammar.

For example, Tsukuba Center Building is an example of world-famous post-modern Japanese architecture designed by Isozaki (1986), and many design vocabularies of great architects, such as Michelangelo, Bernini, and Ledoux, are found throughout this building (Figure 4). As another exploration of this building, it would be interesting to reveal the hidden design theory, as Stiny (1978) revealed in his Palladian Grammar.

But procedural modeling of landmarks is not a focus in this study, since "landmarks" should remain stable in the urban context without manipulation of their shape parameters by GeoDesign. Additionally, these grammars would be too unique to apply to other ordinary buildings in the city. That is, it is not practical to reveal the grammars of landmark structures.

However, most of these landmark buildings were interactively modeled by photogrammetry in our previous research (Watanabe, 2008). We decided to use these models and place them at their actual locations in the following system environment.

6. Development of the System

Based on the derived generative grammar of each urban element, the simulation system for generating the urban landscape of Tsukuba Science City is developed by using the Esri software ArcGIS and CityEngine.
First, "Kiban Chizu Joho 2500", which is a digital map data provided by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI), was translated into the ArcGIS shape file format to prepare a base map database of the city. This data includes all the geographic features in public topographic paper maps (1/2500). The buildings illustrated in the maps are represented as polygons. Since the buildings have no attributes identified, individual "type codes" stating the number of floors, number of units, and configuration patterns are assigned to the correspondent polygons as attributes.

For the road data, "Kiban Chizu Joho 2500" is not useful for procedural modeling because the roads are traced and fragmented into outlines. To generate the urban foundation of roads and city blocks with shape grammar, the road structure needs to be represented by the simple geometry of nodes and links. Old "Suuchi Chizu 2500" provided by the GSI satisfies this requirement. The data are also given attributes according to the criteria of the abovementioned hierarchical road networks.

All of these data are integrated as the database of ArcGIS together with the aerial photo layer (resolution 25 cm), the terrain layer, the land use zoning layer, and the redevelopment plan layer provided by the Tsukuba city government.

Next, these data are transferred to the CityEngine workspace, and procedural scripts of these urban elements are prepared in CGA shape grammar language.

To generate the roadside landscape, the CGA script provided by Esri is modified to meet the abovementioned grammar of modern Japanese cities. Using the attribute values of the GIS road data, this script generates not only road surfaces but also medians, traffic lights, crossings, sidewalks, street trees, street lamps, cars, and, moreover, pedestrians. On the other hand, it is impossible to handle the grade separations of main streets and pedestrian roads.

CityEngine has built-in functions to automatically generate city blocks inside the road boundaries and to divide them into suitable sites to locate individual residential houses or buildings. But these functions do not meet the grammar of the city block configuration of Tsukuba Science City. Our original CGA script was written to generate neighborhood parks connecting to pedestrian roads and pedestrian overpasses in the city blocks.

The original CGA scripts generating the 55 prototypes of public housing are also written based on the grammar. For example, the process of generating a mid-rise apartment is illustrated in Figure 5. In this script, only the central coordinate values of the architectural polygons of GIS data are used to decide the locations of buildings, since their outlines are not accurate enough to generate 3D shapes. A whole volume is generated with accuracy, then it is
vertically divided into volumes of bilaterally symmetric units, and each volume is aligned according to its configuration pattern. Each separated volume is vertically divided again into the volumes of dwellings and a stairway, and each of these divided volumes is horizontally divided into the faces of basements, rooms, and roofs. Finally, suitable face textures extracted from our field survey and old photo collections are mapped, and the generation process is completed.

Figure 5. Procedure of generating a mid-rise apartment of the walk-up type.
Finally, the landmark buildings are individually located, and the public apartments are generated around the commercial area, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Generated urban landscapes.
7. Conclusion

All urban elements except landmarks can be represented as individual objects automatically generated by the procedural CGA scripts of the generative grammar, and the urban landscape of the city is reproduced successfully. If observed in detail, many generated urban objects differ from reality. Nevertheless, they can be manipulated by changing their attributes, such as housing type, number of floors, width of roads, and type of street trees.

It is difficult to describe all the grammars derived from the survey since an adequate amount of "reserved words" have not yet been prepared in CGA shape grammar language. For example, it is impossible to describe the bottom-up process of recognizing and integrating patterns of elements. Enhancement of this language is expected.

As part of the search for financial resources to restore urban landscapes after the Great East Japan Earthquake, the Japanese government decided to close the public housing for government workers across the nation and cash out their assets within a few years. However, demolition of old public housing buildings was partially executed in the past, and concerns are increasing about the spatial disconnection between the familiar environment cultivated over decades and the heterogeneous environment being redeveloped. In addition, deterioration of the structures constructed in the high economic growth period is recognized as a social problem, and urban planning and design with a long-term perspective is expected to make effective use of GeoDesign.

The collection of CGA scripts will be a fundamental source of GeoDesign for the redevelopment of modern Japanese cities.
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